ON 14 NOVEMBER AMPALM-3 CONFERRED WITH MORRO CASTLE ESCAPEES AND
MIRO CARDONA. FOLLOW LONG CONVERSATION WITH LATTER AMPALM-3
REPORTS THAT MIRO CARDONA HAS ABANDONED HIS ATTACKS AGAINST AMRASP
AND NOW ADVOCATES ADHESION AND UNITY AND RECOGNISES AMRASP AS
PROPER VEHICLE FOR ACHIEVING OBJECTIVE. MORRO CASTLE ESCAPEES
WERE STAGE-MANAGED BY MIRO TO PROVIDE LUSTRE BUT THEY NOW SEE HIM
AS HOLLOW MAN, AND ANXIOUS ENTER AMRASP MILITARY. AMPALM-3
DESCRIBED MIRO AS DEJECTED PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY FOR FAILURE TO
ACHIEVE ROLE AS "GREAT MEDIATOR." HE FEELS THAT MIRO WOULD WELCOME
OPPORTUNITY TO TRAVEL IN LATIN AMERICA AS AMRASP POSTING AMBASSADOR
WITHOUT PORTFOLIO TO US, REMOVING UNSETTLING INFLUENCE THIS AREA
AND SERVING PP OBJECTIVES IN LA.
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